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Chapter 1: Introduction

The West Virginia Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights presents this report on citizen involvement in the disciplinary process of law enforcement officers in West Virginia.

In May 2003, the Advisory Committee released its report, *Civil Rights Issues in West Virginia*, summarizing four issues raised by public officials, community advocates, and the public at the Committee’s three forums held between 1998 and 2000: (1) police-community relations, (2) treatment of minority students and students with disabilities in public schools, (3) civil rights issues related to employment, and (4) hate crimes. Concerning police-community relations, the Committee observed that tensions between law enforcement agencies and minorities were exacerbated by incidents of police brutality, and the general public seemed to believe that existing procedures for overseeing police misconduct were ineffective.

Following the June 2003 presentation of the report’s conclusions by Chairperson Ranjit Majumder to the West Virginia legislature’s Joint Select Committee on Minority Issues, West Virginia House delegate Carrie Webster, a member of the Select Committee, on August 2, 2003, invited the Committee to share further insight on the problem of police misconduct in West Virginia. She suggested that the Committee prepare a background paper describing current methods of police officer discipline, and elaborate on new approaches or models from other parts of the country that could be considered for adoption in West Virginia. Responding to her request, the Committee prepared a background paper addressing the above topics. It also elected to issue this report, which is based on the background paper, to make the information available to police officers, public officials, and the general public.

This report describes the ongoing problem of police brutality, and existing law and structure to address disciplinary issues (chapter 2); reviews past legislative attempts to reform disciplinary procedures and the experience of two recent review boards established in Bluefield and Charleston (chapter 3); and discusses alternative models and methods, such as accountability and incentive strategies, used successfully in other parts of the country (chapter 4).

---

1 West Virginia Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights (USCCR), *Civil Rights Issues in West Virginia*, May 2003. In other publications, the Advisory Committee has reviewed police-community relations, police misconduct, and related issues. See *Rising Racial Tensions in Logan County, West Virginia*, August 1995, and *Police-Community Relations in Southern West Virginia*, March 1993.

2 A copy of Delegate Webster’s Aug. 2, 2003, letter to chairperson Majumder is presented in appendix 1.
Chapter 2: Police Misconduct—An Ongoing Problem and the Disciplinary Procedures to Address It

Incidents of police misconduct continue unabated in West Virginia, prompting advocates to call for improvements in existing procedures for handling citizen complaints against officers. This section describes police brutality and misconduct in West Virginia, the current procedures for dealing with the problem, and finally the difficulties that arise within these present procedures, including the inadequate disposition of previous complaints levied against West Virginia police officers.

At the outset, it is important to bear in mind that law enforcement officers are charged with the challenging duty of preserving order and protecting citizens. At times, this responsibility finds them involved in extremely unpredictable and often dangerous situations in which they risk serious injury to their lives so that other citizens may be safe. West Virginia State Police Chief Howard E. Hill Jr. aptly notes that law enforcement officers “place their lives on the line every single day and deal with the dregs of society that others avoid. . . . Many officers are injured or killed trying to protect the public.”

In order to minimize harm to others and to themselves, law enforcement officers must exercise critical and quick judgment, often when the circumstances are volatile and potentially deadly. Clearly, law enforcement officers perform a public service that is not easy to carry out.

To assist law enforcement officers in diffusing situations, apprehending alleged criminals, and protecting themselves and others, officers are legally entitled to use appropriate means, including force. In discussing police misconduct, this report acknowledges not only the legal grant of such authority, but also the trying circumstances that law enforcement officers find themselves in, which necessitate use of force. Moreover, this report emphasizes one of the fundamental principles enunciated in the Commission’s seminal publication, *Revisiting Who Is Guarding the Guardians,* namely that the “adverse actions of some officers are not representative of all law enforcement professionals.”

Accordingly, there should be no doubt that “a vast majority of law enforcement officers in [West Virginia] are hard working, conscientious people” and that improper use of force is the exception, not the norm, in West Virginia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: Disposition of Allegations Against State Police Officers, 2000–2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2000</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not sustained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exonerated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


That said, it is neither the purpose nor intent of this report to denigrate the duties of the law enforcement community in West Virginia, to suggest that the performance of these duties is easy or unworthy of respect from the public, to belittle those improvements that have been made in law enforcement training or protocol, or to insinuate that there is not a good-faith com-

---


2 “Excessive or unlawful force is clearly force that is no longer used for a legitimate purpose, but instead designed to punish an individual.” Ibid., p. 4.


4 Hill Jr. facsimile, p. 7.
mitment on the part of the police to make such improvements.\textsuperscript{5} However, this report does highlight the existence of police misconduct in West Virginia despite reform efforts, and offers ways in which the remaining problems may be minimized.\textsuperscript{6} It is designed to assist the law enforcement community and ultimately those who benefit from their protection.

**The Ongoing Problem**

State commentators on the subject of police misconduct noted in early 2000 that accusations against state police officers in West Virginia appeared to be “escalating.”\textsuperscript{7} In Charleston, a formal complaint procedure was established because of the apparent rise in citizen complaints of police misconduct.\textsuperscript{8} The continuing prevalence of misconduct could indicate that current disciplinary procedures are ineffective.

Statistics on the disposition of complaints against officers raise questions of whether allegations are investigated adequately and officers found guilty of misconduct are appropriately disciplined. State law mandates that the state police investigate every complaint from rudeness to alleged use of excessive force by state troopers.\textsuperscript{9} Thus we know that although the number of complaints against state troopers decreased 13 percent from 1995 to 1998, the number of complaints filed in 1998 (343) is still significant, and only six involving excessive force and 10 involving abuse of authority in dealing with the public were sustained.\textsuperscript{10} In Charleston, in the first 11 months of 1998, 24 allegations of excessive force used by Charleston police officers were made. Only seven resulted in investigations, and of these only three charges were sustained.\textsuperscript{11} By contrast, in the first six months of 2000, the Charleston Police Department used force (“displaying their firearm, using their hands to get someone to submit to handcuffs, spraying pepper spray or using a baton”) 122 times, and not once did any internal investigation reveal any wrongdoing.\textsuperscript{12}

During the three-year period of 2000–2002, total complaints filed against the state police ranged from 345 to 360 annually.\textsuperscript{13} Instances of police misconduct, then, have not been deterred by existing disciplinary measures. To be sure, over 30 percent of all complaints filed in 2000–2002 were sustained,\textsuperscript{14} which should give the impression that the police readily, if not aggressively, police themselves (see table 1). Closer inspection, however, reveals the disciplinary action taken by police in sustained cases is often a “slap on the wrist.” As shown in table 2, of the sustained complaints filed in 2000–2002, in 46 percent of the cases, either a letter of reprimand was sent or no further action was taken.\textsuperscript{15} In fact, sending a letter of reprimand was the most common disciplinary action in each of these three years.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{5} Indeed, the Charleston Police Department has taken various steps toward improving its internal investigation procedures, including “increasin[ing] the size of [its internal affairs division] and purchasing a computer program for record keeping.” Jerry Pauley, chief of police, Charleston, West Virginia, e-mail to Marc Pentino, Eastern Regional Office, USCCR, Oct. 9, 2003 (hereafter cited as Pauley e-mail).

\textsuperscript{6} The West Virginia Advisory Committee is required to conduct an affected agency review, where relevant portions of the draft report are forwarded to the agencies discussed in the report to solicit their feedback and ensure that no facts are in dispute.

\textsuperscript{7} “Trooper Trouble, Civilian Review a Cure?” Charleston Gazette, Jan. 9, 2000.

\textsuperscript{8} “[B]ecause it seemed like police were getting more complaints about officer conduct, [then-Charleston Police Chief Jerry] Riffe said a formal complaint procedure was drawn up.” Rusty Marks, “Police Establish Complaint Procedure for City Officers,” Charleston Gazette, Apr. 17, 1997. Jerry Pauley, Charleston’s current chief of police, offers an alternate (and contradictory) explanation for the complaint procedure, namely that the “complaint system was established to make it easier for citizens to complain or compliment” the department. Pauley e-mail.

\textsuperscript{9} Hill Jr. facsimile, p. 2.

\textsuperscript{10} Stephen Singer, “Police Oppose Legislation to Review Cops’ Actions,” Associated Press State & Local Wire, Feb. 25, 1999. According to former State Police Superintendent Gary Edgell, although the “number of complaints filed against troopers has risen in recent years, the percentage of those found to be valid has remained about the same. Tom Searls, “State Police Probe Trooper's Alleged Role in Pocahontas Assault,” Charleston Gazette, Jan. 5, 2000. In this context the term “sustained” means “the validity of the complaint has been established and proven by a preponderance of the evidence.” West Virginia State Police, Professional Standards Section, “2002 Report,” July 2003.


\textsuperscript{14} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{15} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{16} Ibid.
TABLE 2
Action Taken on Sustained Allegations Against State Police Officers (2000–2002)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Counseled</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter of reprimand</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demotion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resignation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained-NFA*</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sustained-NFA (no further action) may be due to the employee no longer being employed by the state police, or an employee having complied with other requirements.


Understanding the need to deter police brutality requires us to look beyond a statistical analysis and grasp what is involved in each individual instance of police brutality. The following examples, presented in chronological order, are by no means exhaustive, but are representative of the seriousness of police brutality committed by West Virginia law enforcement personnel:

- In 1997, James Minghini was beaten in front of his sister and mother by state police officers during an arrest after a car chase. A former state trooper, Michael Durst, who arrived on the scene, said that the victim was “on the ground moaning after being beaten” and was pepper-sprayed while handcuffed. Durst stated that trooper abuses committed against low-income residents are common in the Eastern Panhandle (Martinsburg area), where the Minghini incident took place.17

- In September 1997, a man sued the state police after receiving permanent neurological damage, and “a skull fracture and broken bones” after being “clubbed by three officers.”18

- In September 1998, Robert Ellison, “a 20-year-old man was paralyzed during his arrest” by Bluefield police officers. Ellison had his neck broken and was dragged “130 feet despite his cries that he was hurt.”19 For several months after the incident, Ellison could only breathe with the assistance of a ventilator.20 (A more detailed description of this case is provided in chapter 3).

- In October 1999, Neal Rose was beaten by allegedly drunken officers “after [Rose] complained about noise coming from a retirement party troopers were having for a fellow officer.”21 The beating left Rose with “three broken ribs, a punctured lung, a broken finger, a black eye, and multiple back bruises.”22 During the incident, Rose’s pregnant girlfriend was pushed to the floor;23 and Rose’s 11-year-old niece was present.24 One of the officers threatened to kill the unarmed Rose25 (he was told that his “dead, decomposing body [would be found] in the river”).26 The county prosecutor noted that there was no indication of any resistance being offered by Rose during the incident.27 Rose also alleged that he was “handcuffed to a chair in the middle of the floor . . . beaten, humiliated, and violently as-

---


20 Ibid.


22 Ibid.

23 Ibid.


25 Ibid.

26 Tom Searls, “Criminal Probe in Beating Complete; Possible Trooper Misconduct in Kanawha, Raleigh, Mercer; Civil Lawsuit Filed,” Charleston Gazette Online, Dec. 22, 1999 (hereafter cited as Searls, “Lawsuit Filed”).

saulted” after being transported to the state police barracks.

- In November 2001, 21-year-old Jason Smith was pepper-sprayed and beaten so badly by two Chapmanville police officers that his mother said, “It didn’t even look like him.”

- In April 2003, a police sergeant was indicted after he allegedly “rammed the pickup truck [of Kevin Tinger, the 20-year-old driver] and fired a bullet into the truck, splattering metal fragments into the young driver . . . . [T]he officer went far outside his city jurisdiction and entered Tinger’s home, where he drew his gun on family members.” Another indictment returned by a grand jury charged the officer with “attempting to commit voluntary manslaughter, three counts of wanton endangerment, three counts of kidnapping, one count of burglary and one misdemeanor count of destruction of property.”

**Current Disciplinary Procedures**

Former State Police Superintendent Gary Edgell claims the system “works.” However, the Advisory Committee wonders whether the complaints of police misconduct indicate that the existing system produces questionable disciplinary outcomes and is an ineffective deterrent. State statutes and code of state rules outline disciplinary actions for law enforcement officials. This section examines the separate systems of discipline for state police, municipal officers, corrections officers, and deputy sheriffs.

**State Police Officers**

The Professional Standards Section, an internal unit within the state police, handles allegations of police misconduct committed by state police officers. Its powers are limited—it does not have subpoena power and can only conduct investigations in a limited fashion. The complaint procedure begins when an officer in charge (OIC) assigns an investigator to conduct an internal inquiry into the complaint. The investigator will compile and assess the evidence and recommend disciplinary action to the OIC, who then makes his own recommendation to the superintendent of police, who makes the final disciplinary determination. In response to this determination, the accused officer may present a defense at a pre-deprivation hearing. The disciplinary action may be appealed through a grievance procedure that is presided over by an administrative law judge.

Disciplinary offenses are categorized into three groups depending on severity— that is, ones that are less severe, those that are more severe, and those that are of a serious nature in which the first occurrence would warrant the superintendent to discharge the officer. Group III offenses include using unnecessary force during an arrest/custody procedure or committing conduct unbecoming an officer.

Group III offenses that are categorized as more severe would warrant the superintendent to discharge an officer. An officer may be discharged for, among other things, threatening employees, engaging in dishonest or immoral conduct, disobeying an officer, accepting bribes, or using unnecessary force during an arrest/custody procedure. An officer may also be discharged for committing multiple offenses during a given time period.

**Municipal Police Officers, Deputy Sheriffs, and Corrections Officers**

Under West Virginia law, each county is required to have a civil service system governing testing, hiring, and discipline of county employees. Individual cities in West Virginia, depend-

---

28 Ibid.
29 Searls, "Lawsuit Filed."
33 Coleman, “State Police Fighting for Overtime.”
36 Group I offenses include tardiness, disruptive behavior, damaging police equipment, abusing police time. Group II offenses include violating safety rules, refusing to work overtime, not reporting to work without notice to supervisor. Group III offenses also include possessing alcohol on duty, reporting to work drunk, stealing state property, gambling, violating safety rules where there is a threat to life, sleeping during work, threatening or coercing employees, failing to take mental or physical examinations, engaging in dishonest or immoral conduct, disobeying an officer, accepting bribes. W. VA. CODE St. R. tit. 81, § 10-11.3 (2003).
ing on their size, also may have a separate civil service commission for city employees.\textsuperscript{37}

A "just cause" standard is in place for disciplining civil service employees, who include municipal police officers, deputy sheriffs, and corrections officers.\textsuperscript{38} In various West Virginia Supreme Court decisions, "just cause" is defined as "a substantial cause, which specially relates to and affects the administration of the office, and must be restricted to something of a substantial nature directly affecting the rights and interest of the public."\textsuperscript{39} West Virginia law and state supreme court decisions provide examples of conduct for which police officers can be disciplined and removed. Offending conduct includes using excessive foul language,\textsuperscript{40} excessive force while making an arrest,\textsuperscript{41} drinking alcohol while on duty,\textsuperscript{42} unexcused absences,\textsuperscript{43} sexually harassing witnesses,\textsuperscript{44} engaging in political activity,\textsuperscript{45} among others.

**Municipal Police Officers.** Civil service commissions at the municipal level are generally a fairly loose board of law enforcement officers charged with investigative duties and final disciplinary authority for citizen complaints if disciplinary action is contemplated by the removing police officer.\textsuperscript{46} After notice is given to an officer accused of misconduct, he will be given a hearing before a hearing board, which, like the civil service commission, has subpoena power and can administer oaths. The primary duties of the hearing board are to compile evidence and recommend disciplinary action (if needed) to the civil service commission.\textsuperscript{47}

Following the recommendation of the hearing board, a hearing will be granted before the civil service commission, if the officer requests one. If a hearing is granted, the removing officer has the burden of justifying the disciplinary action. Officers can be dismissed for just cause or engaging in political activity (see above).\textsuperscript{48} If the removing officer fails to meet his burden, the accused officer will be reinstated; the removing officer has an immediate right of appeal to the circuit court. If the removing officer does meet his burden and the charge is sustained, the accused officer can appeal to the circuit court. Absent appeal, the commission’s decision is final.

**Deputy Sheriffs.** Deputy sheriffs are persons appointed by a sheriff as his deputies whose primary law enforcement duties are patrolling highways, performing police functions, making arrests, and safeguarding prisoners.\textsuperscript{49} Deputy sheriffs are subject to their own civil service commission, composed of three commissioners who have subpoena power, and can compel production of documents and administer oaths.\textsuperscript{50} The disciplinary procedure is somewhat simpler than the procedures for municipal officers, as accused officers (wishing to appeal an adverse decision) proceed directly to a hearing before the civil service commission. At the hearing, the removing sheriff has the burden to justify his disciplinary actions. If the sheriff fails in this justification, the accused will be reinstated; the removing sheriff has the right of appeal to the circuit court. If the sheriff meets his burden

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{37} A municipal civil service commission is required for any city or municipality with a population of 10,000 or more. Cities having fewer than 10,000 residents must elect to have a commission. W. VA. CODE § 7-14-3 (2001). Municipal police officers are any police officer employed by a city or municipality, not including (a) the highest ranking officer of the police department, or (b) any noncivil service officer who has not completed the probationary period established by the department by which he or she is employed. W. VA. CODE § 8-14A-1(d)(6) (2001).

\textsuperscript{38} W. VA. CODE §§ 7-14–17, 7-14-B-17, 8-14-20 (2001).


\textsuperscript{41} Id. See also Scott v. Ernest, 164 W. Va. 595, 264 S.E.2d 635 (1980).

\textsuperscript{42} Johnson v. City of Welch at 410.

\textsuperscript{43} Id.

\textsuperscript{44} Roberts v. Greiner, 182 W. Va. 137, 386 S.E.2d 504 (1989).

\textsuperscript{45} W. VA. CODE §§ 7-14B–15, 7-14–17, 8-14–19 (2001).

\textsuperscript{46} Three persons compose the commission: one appointed by the mayor, another by the local fraternal order of police, and a third appointed by either the local chamber of commerce or business association (if there are no such associations, then the third commissioner is appointed by the first two). W. VA. CODE § 8-14-7 (2001).

\textsuperscript{47} W. VA. CODE § 8-14A-3 (2001). The hearing board consists of three members: one member appointed by the department chief, one member appointed by the accused officer’s department, and the third appointed by the first and second members. All three hearing board members must be officers within the accused officer’s department or comparable department, and at least one member shall be the same rank as the accused. W. VA. CODE § 8-14A-1.4 (2003).

\textsuperscript{48} W. VA. CODE §§ 8-14–19(a), 8-14–20(a) (2001).

\textsuperscript{49} W. VA. CODE § 7-14-C(1) (2003).

\textsuperscript{50} W. VA. CODE § 7-14B-2(g)(1) (2003). Deputy sheriffs in the state and each county are subject to a corresponding civil service commission. One commissioner is appointed by the county bar association, one by the county’s deputy sheriffs association, and the third by the county commission.
\end{footnotesize}
and the charge is sustained, the accused can appeal to the circuit court.

**Corrections Officers.** In counties with a population of at least 25,000, corrections officers (persons appointed by a sheriff to operate and manage a county jail)\(^{51}\) are also subject to a separate civil service commission. The commission has five members and subpoena power, and can compel production of documents and administer oaths.\(^{52}\) Almost indistinguishable from the procedure for deputy sheriffs, the complaint procedure requires the accused corrections officer to be given written notice of the grounds, after which the officer may request a public hearing before the civil service commission, in which the sheriff has the burden to justify her actions.\(^{53}\) If the sheriff fails to meet her burden, the corrections officer is reinstated; and the sheriff can appeal to the circuit court. If the charge is sustained, the corrections officer can appeal to the circuit court.\(^{54}\)

**Difficulties Caused by Current Disciplinary Procedures**

**Financial Impact**

Police brutality claims not only draw precious financial resources away from the police force to defray litigation costs or pay out generous settlements to aggrieved citizens, but also burden taxpayers and jeopardize other government services.

According to press accounts, a considerable amount of money has been spent on litigation and settlements. For example, the state police paid $60,000 to settle the Minghini case,\(^{55}\) while the city of Charleston spent $90,000 to fight and $20,000 to settle a case brought by a 76-year-old woman who was pepper-sprayed by police.\(^{56}\) The city also incurred a cost of $50,000 from a case arising out of the “beating of a suspect by two city police officers.”\(^{57}\) “Disciplinary action was taken, including dismissal,” against the officers.\(^{58}\) Robert Ellison was awarded $1 million in a settlement reached with the city of Bluefield,\(^{59}\) while Neal Rose settled with the state for $1 million as well.\(^{60}\)

From 1994 to 2001, the state police had a liability loss of $7.8 million due to wrongful arrests or settlement of police brutality cases.\(^{61}\) State Police Superintendent Hill believes liability losses have diminished under the current police administration due to education and training of law enforcement officers, citing approximately $700,000 in payouts for 2001, $88,000 in 2002, and $44,000 in 2003.\(^{62}\)

These significant and fairly frequent costs have a two-pronged effect. First, the state police is forced to trim its own budget. Superintendent Hill responded to the need to cut costs by saying, “We’ll just have to figure out where we’re going to pull from.”\(^{63}\) In light of the costs of settlements and the adverse impact they have on police resources, Delegate Larry Faircloth noted, “If anyone questions why the legislature can’t do more for the state police, they should look at the amount of money being spent to settle lawsuits and pay legal bills.”\(^{64}\)

Second, in large part because of “a series of police brutality lawsuits filed against troopers,” the state police’s insurance premium soared from $1.7 million for fiscal year 2001 to $3.35 million for fiscal year 2002.\(^{65}\) The funds for these premiums “come from taxpayers’ wallets.”\(^{66}\) The state’s Board of Risk and Insurance Management (BRIM), “which insures state agencies,

---


\(^{52}\) W. VA. CODE § 7-14B-3 (2001). Two commissioners are appointed by the county bar association, one by correctional officer association, and two by the county civil service commission.

\(^{53}\) W. VA. CODE § 7-14B-17(a) (2001).

\(^{54}\) Id.


\(^{56}\) “Pepper-Sprayed Woman to Get $20,000 from City,” Charleston Gazette, Apr. 19, 2000; this settlement was reached even though the department found “there was no wrongdoing by the officer.” Pauley e-mail.


\(^{58}\) Pauley e-mail.


\(^{62}\) Hill Jr. facsimile, p. 6.
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other governmental units and nonprofit agencies,”67 has a $1 million cap on claims filed against law enforcement agencies.68 If there is a jury award exceeding this cap, “[o]fficers are personally liable for the difference.”69 Individual citizens and officers themselves stand to take a substantial financial hit because of police actions. According to news accounts, many cases have been settled:

- A secretary assigned to the Hinton State Police detachment sued the state police in 2000 alleging a supervisor made sexual advances toward her. The state awarded her $95,000 in a settlement. In addition to the settlement, BRIM incurred $12,199 in investigative expenses.

- BRIM settled for $1 million a case for the family of a women shot and killed in 1999 by her former boyfriend, a state trooper. Reports indicated BRIM spent $34,491 handling the case.

- An unidentified Raleigh County woman sued state police troopers assigned to the West Virginia Turnpike in 1999. She alleged that a state trooper and two other men who were not troopers had sex with her in a park when she was too drunk to give consent. BRIM settled the lawsuit for $75,000. Expenses were $25,144.16, including attorneys’ fees.

- Following the death of her daughter, a mother filed a lawsuit against the state police in 1997 claiming her daughter died as the result of a car chase by a state trooper. The family was awarded $775,000. Expenses were $23,697.

- James Minghini, whose lawsuit alleged troopers beat him (see above), settled for $60,000. BRIM spent $454,519 handling the case.

- Neal Rose of Welch was awarded $1 million after alleging that a state trooper and others broke down his apartment door and beat him. BRIM spent $31,958 to handle the case. (The trooper resigned in October 1999 and was convicted on both federal and state charges in the incident.)

- BRIM awarded a Logan resident $40,000 who alleged a trooper battered him in 1998. Expenses were $36,435.

- A Kanawha County man received a settlement of $1 million because testimony by a former state police chemist led to his conviction in the murder of his neighbor. The state supreme court questioned the chemist’s testimony in several cases. BRIM’s expenses were $8,006.70

The former state police superintendent has claimed that settlements have been “an economic decision,”71 meaning the payment is not an admission of guilt but a means to save the state from further litigating trials or from an adverse judgment. Robert Fisher, deputy director and claims manager of BRIM, disagrees. BRIM does not simply settle cases because a settlement would be cheaper than taking a case to trial; doing so might encourage frivolous lawsuits.72 As settlements are ultimately paid by taxpayer money, Fisher stressed that this money should be used wisely.73

Even so, the fact that this amount of money has to be paid in the first place not only demonstrates the existence of a police brutality problem, but also the misallocation of resources that could be going toward, among other things, training, recruitment efforts, and technological development, and which directly affects the pocketbooks of citizens and the efficacy of other government programs.

**Layers of Bureaucracy**

Citizens who have been subject to excessive force are not satisfied with the current procedures, and neither are those in charge of the officers. Indeed, police chiefs have been outspoken against the current system because they believe

69 Ibid.
70 Ibid.
71 Coleman, “State Police Fighting for Overtime.”
72 Associated Press, “Suits Against State Police Cost $5 Million.” Note, other reasons besides money are involved in the decision to resolve a case, such as the venue and judge presiding, will bad law be made by an adverse verdict that will negatively affect other actions; the players involved and their ability as witnesses; and publicity of the case and how it affects potential jurors.
73 Ibid.
their authority becomes diminished and subject to the advisement of other individuals not as intimately aware of police practices and the difficulties of the officers’ jobs in certain high-pressure situations.

To illustrate, former Charleston Police Chief Jerry Riffe wanted to fire a patrolman for using excessive force, but under the procedures in place for municipal police officers, the patrolman’s fate rested in the hands of a civil service commission—not his own. Chief Riffe explained, “I don’t think it should be in the hands of peers—fellow officers—to make that decision. . . . It should be with me. . . . When layers of bureaucracy are added, it makes the job of police chief that much harder.”74 Echoing these sentiments, current Charleston Police Chief Jerry Pauley noted he cannot even issue a reprimand to an officer without having the case heard by a [review board] and them agreeing with the reprimand. . . . [T]he disciplinary decisions should be made by me, the chief, not the officer’s peers. In prior law the hearing review board made a recommendation to the chief and it was the chief who had the final decision. I have been trying to work with different groups to get the state law changed.75

Similarly, Senator Jack Buckalew, a former state police superintendent, believed that a civil service commission is “an extra layer that shouldn’t be there. . . . Having another layer just muddies the water.”76

**Inadequate Disposition of Complaints of Police Brutality**

The persistence of police brutality complaints suggests the existing procedures may be insufficient to deter police misconduct. As noted above, the number of complaints filed from 1998 to 2002 remained relatively constant, despite that senior police officers claim the current disciplinary system is working properly.77 In many cases, officers are not given harsh disciplinary sanctions. The following are instances where advocates have questioned the adequacy of disciplinary action imposed:

- The state police settled the excessive force lawsuit filed by James Minghini; however, the “internal investigation determined that the force used to subdue Minghini was appropriate.”78
- In one of the most widely reported instances of police brutality, the beating of Neal Rose, one officer resigned, only one was fired; yet several others were demoted for reasons unrelated to the incident.79
- An internal investigation did not find any wrongdoing in an incident that left a Martinsburg man with permanent neurological damage, a skull fracture, and broken bones after being clubbed by police officers.80
- In the case of Robert Ellison, the 20-year-old who was paralyzed after an arrest in Bluefield, “an internal investigation found no wrongdoing by the officers.”81 The incident prompted an investigation by the FBI and later review by the U.S. Department of Justice’s Civil Rights Division.82
- Allegations of “arresting citizens without cause [and] racist tendencies,” among other things, led the U.S. Department of Justice to investigate Charleston’s Street Crimes Unit, despite that an internal investigation by the Charleston Police Department found no wrongdoing.83

---

75 Pauley e-mail.
76 McElhinny, “Peers Will Determine Officer’s Fate.”
77 See Coleman, “State Police Fighting for Overtime.”
82 The Department of Justice concluded that the evidence was not sufficient to establish a prosecutable violation of federal criminal civil rights laws. C.N. Blizzard, chief of police, Bluefield Police Department, attachment to letter to Marc Pentino, Eastern Regional Office, USCCR, May 8, 2002, in response to affected agency review request of the Committee’s 2003 report, Civil Rights Issues in West Virginia.
83 Lawrence Messina, “Feds Come to Probe for Abuses by Police,” Charleston Gazette, Mar. 2, 1999. According to Charleston’s chief of police, Jerry Pauley, the Department of Justice “did not find any wrongdoing either.” Pauley e-mail.
In each of these incidents, one would expect the officers involved to be disciplined in proportion to the degree of the transgression and the severity of the injuries that ultimately resulted. The internal investigations, however, found no grounds for disciplining the officers in these cases.

While these examples should highlight the inadequacy of internal disposition of complaints, the inference should not be made that officers should always be disciplined when force is used or where citizen injury follows. For example, two officers were found to be justified in shooting a man after they were shot at first.84 These results derive from an intuitive sentiment as to when and to what extent an officer may use force, as the officers applied deadly force in clear defense of their lives.

---

Chapter 3: Attempts by the West Virginia House of Delegates and the Cities of Bluefield and Charleston to Reform Existing Police Officer Review and Disciplinary Structure

Faced with continuing instances of police misconduct or brutality, civil rights advocates, legislators, and citizens often express their desire to see different methods of police discipline. Some express their wish that an independent entity, such as a review board composed of citizen appointees, examine each allegation of misconduct and recommend discipline for offending officers. Reflecting this public sentiment, the West Virginia House of Delegates made attempts to enact review boards virtually every year since 1998. All were designed to create a state police review board to hear complaints against state police personnel and provide for the disposition of citizen complaints. Each time, however, members of the law enforcement community opposed these efforts, objecting to what they perceived as an additional layer of oversight that was not needed. With lawmakers persuaded by this argument, proposed legislation often did not make it out of committee for floor vote.

This chapter describes the history and key substantive provisions of two bills introduced in the House of Delegates in 2001 and 2003 to address the problem: House bill 2237, first introduced in February and revised in April 2001, and House bill 2430, introduced on January 20, 2003. The two bills have not been brought to the floor. As far as the Committee knows, there are only two jurisdictions that have police review boards, and this chapter describes the history and performance of two boards existing in Bluefield and Charleston.

House Bill 2237

Complaints against state police officers are filed with the department’s Professional Standards Section, which assigns the investigation to an officer in charge (OIC), who reports the facts and recommends disciplinary action. The OIC reports directly to the superintendent, who makes final disciplinary decisions. Officers found to have acted improperly have a right of appeal. House bill 2237 is identical to House bill 2430 (see below). However, legislators drafted a different version on April 1, 2001, containing three major provisions altering this process. The revised bill was never introduced. Since it represents a departure from previous attempts at creating a review board, the Advisory Committee describes revisions to the bill here.

Bill 2237 (revised version) creates a law enforcement and community relations appeal board to hear all appeals of the state police superintendent’s decisions. The board would also review the procedures of other law enforcement agencies in the state and make recommendations to these agencies on methods to promote fair and timely handling of misconduct complaints. Any person with knowledge of “discourtesy, use of excessive force, misconduct or other unlawful act caused by a state police officer” could bring a complaint to the Professional Standards Section, which is required to submit a copy of the complaint to the board. Once a complaint is filed, the superintendent is to conduct an investigation, after which he is to notify the board of its findings. Claimants can appeal a decision by the superintendent directly to the board. The board shall review the case file and make a recommendation to the superintendent; however, the superintendent “has final decision-making responsibility for the appropriate disciplinary action in each case, but no final action may be taken disposing of any appealed complaint until the recommendation of the board is reviewed.”

1 Bills were introduced in January 1998 (H.D. 2031), February 1999 (H.D. 2762), and January 2000 (H.D. 4179).

2 Revised House Bill 2237 (see appendix 2).

3 Id. § 15-2E-3.

4 Id. § 15-2E-4(f).
Bill 2237 gives greater powers than proposed in the original bill, namely that the board could initiate its own investigation in an appeal, recommend further investigation, and authorize the board’s executive director to subpoena complainants, witnesses, and records. Chaired by a governor appointee, the board would consist of four paid citizens, two of whom possess “professional experience and an educational background in law enforcement or criminal justice,” and six nonvoting members appointed by the state’s sheriffs association, deputy sheriffs association, chiefs of police association, troopers association, fraternal order of police, and conservation officers association. The nonvoting members would assist the board in its review of statewide law enforcement policies.

Second, under the bill, the board will promulgate citizen complaint forms for use by all law enforcement agencies in the state. Furthermore, agencies will provide the board copies of complaints and information about their disposition. Lastly, the board’s executive director (who is appointed by the governor) will semiannually compile statistics of officer conduct that result in citizen complaints and dissatisfaction, review processing procedures implemented and costs incurred resulting from claims of misconduct, and offer recommendations to the board. It should be noted that even though this collection and review of information may expose an officer’s misconduct or a pattern of abusing the rights of citizens, officers could not be “penalized or adversely affected.”

Bill 2237 was introduced in the House Judiciary Subcommittee on February 15, 2001, but no hearings were scheduled on the bill and it therefore did not go forward. The revised bill described above was never introduced.

House Bill 2430

House bill 2430, introduced in 2003, proposes a 10-member board composed of law enforcement and Human Rights Commission personnel, and citizens to process victim or witness complaints against state police personnel with respect to discourteous treatment and use of excessive force or injury. Persons would file their complaints with the state police internal affairs division, which will investigate the complaint and issue a report to the board within 90 days. The board will issue a statement of findings and propose a disposition of the case to the superintendent, who has 30 days to make a final ruling. In its current form, the bill does not affect existing procedures for dismissing or suspending state police officers. The bill explicitly provides that the superintendent has final decision-making responsibility for disciplinary action after reviewing the board’s recommendation. Accused officers would still be afforded written notice and the right to a hearing. Under the bill, the board cannot compel the appearance of the complainant, witnesses, police department personnel, or documents relevant to the case. Bill 2430 was introduced in the House Judiciary Subcommittee but no hearings on the bill were scheduled, and it too did not go forward.

Attempts at Civilian Review Boards in Bluefield and Charleston

As mentioned in chapter 2, there was strong opposition from the law enforcement community to a form of civilian review that would place additional steps for disciplining officers. However, two cities, Bluefield and Charleston, have experience with civilian oversight of police misconduct. These are the only two cities in West Virginia that the Advisory Committee is aware of that have tried to establish boards to respond to police misconduct cases.

10 Members include the attorney general of West Virginia, the superintendent of the West Virginia State Police, the executive director of the Human Rights Commission, the executive director of the West Virginia Prosecuting Attorneys’ Institute, the director of Public Defender Services, and four citizen members appointed by the governor to serve two-year terms. H.D. 2430 § 15-2F-1, Sess. (W. Va. 2003).
11 Id. § 15-2F-2(d).
12 Id. § 15-2F-4.
13 For example, in 2000 the state legislature considered instituting a civilian review board; however, “police and state troopers said it was unnecessary, and legislators listened.” Editorial, “Brutality Police Need Oversight,” Sunday Gazette Mail, June 4, 2000. Police chiefs and sheriffs often maintain that such boards are not needed because the police departments can handle the complaints “justly and fairly” internally. Kay Michael, “NAACP Urges Citizen Review of Issues: Chief and Sheriff Shun Citizen Board Idea,” Charleston Daily Mail, Aug. 13, 1996.
Bluefield

In September 1998, Robert Ellison, a 20-year-old African American, was beaten and dragged by two white Bluefield police officers outside a nightclub, leaving him paralyzed below the neck. After filing suit against the city of Bluefield, Ellison and the city reached a settlement in June 2000. Under a consent decree, the city agreed to pay Ellison $1 million, increase its efforts to hire more minority police officers, and establish a civilian review panel by December 1, 2000, to review police misconduct investigations. Before the settlement, there was considerable uncertainty as to whether the city was empowered under state law to create such an entity, which calls for a civil service commission and a hearing board to process citizen complaints against municipal police officers. However, the parties and judge created a panel consisting of five Bluefield residents appointed by the city’s board of directors. The panel can review case files and issue recommendations only after the civil service commission has completed its investigation. The panel’s duties are limited to reviewing all investigations of alleged misconduct by Bluefield police officers and preparing annual reports. The reports may include general evaluations of any discipline imposed, but the panel may not make specific disciplinary recommendations.

Since its creation on December 1, 2000, the review board has met quarterly. Civilian board members have participated in ride-alongs with police officers to gain an understanding of how the department carries out its law enforcement duties. According to a member of the board, no cases of misconduct have been reported to the board since its creation. In the member’s opinion, the existence of the board has made the public and officers more aware that misconduct instances can be addressed.

Charleston

Charleston, West Virginia’s most populous city, has experienced instances of misconduct by law enforcement personnel as noted in chapter 2. The city’s effort to establish an independent review body for complaints against its officers was short-lived. In August 1998, former Charleston Mayor Kemp Melton established a five-person civilian advisory review board composed of a former police sergeant, the head of the neighborhood watch, and two lawyers. It is unclear, however, whether the board actually got started. In May 2000, pursuant to the state’s Freedom of Information Act, the ACLU requested from the city (1) information on the number of misconduct cases, and (2) information regarding the board’s membership, function, and complaint processing. In response to the ACLU’s subsequent lawsuit, the city provided the ACLU with a listing of police misconduct instances and their disposition. Despite the fact that the identity of the officers was kept anonymous and that the officers were identified only by a reference number, the judge in the case denied the ACLU’s request to release the information publicly. In response to the ACLU’s second request, the city acknowledged that the Melton administration formed “a group of people organized as the Mayor’s Civilian Review Board”; however, it stated that none of them were city council or city employees. It further stated that it had no documentation regarding the board’s membership, existence, purpose, procedures, or budget and that the board lacked any

---

17 The consent decree specifies that the panel must consist of at least two minorities (one of whom must be African American), and a present or former member of the Bluefield Police Department. Bluefield Consent Decree. See also Malia Rulon, “Robert Ellison Meets Famed Civil Rights Attorney Who Represented Him,” Associated Press State & Local Wire, June 16, 2000.
18 Bluefield Consent Decree.
19 Sergeant Tyrone Miller, Bluefield Police Department, telephone interview with Marc Pentino, Eastern Regional Office, USCCR, Aug. 7, 2003.
20 Ibid.
21 Ibid.
23 W. VA. CODE § 29B-1-7 (2003).
authority from Charleston’s city council to make policy decisions.

The Charleston City Council dissolved the board in August 2000. As reported in the newspaper, the chairman of the board did not even know the board was disbanded until he read it in the paper. It was reported that the board’s duties, which were mainly advisory and limited to making recommendations, were transferred to the city’s public safety committee. Surprisingly, some members of the board said disbanding the board was not a bad idea; yet another suggested the public safety committee could not be as impartial as a civilian review board. Similarly, former chief of police Jerry Riffe stated that it would be difficult for him to endorse a civilian review board given that he cannot discipline his officers because of the processes already in place.

Notwithstanding the bureaucratic shift of responsibilities in Charleston, the city’s police department has itself made improvements in the disciplinary process. As noted earlier, Charleston’s police department established a formal complaint procedure, increased the size of its internal affairs division, and purchased a computer program for record keeping.

26 Greg Moore, “Goldman Draws Fire for Board’s Dismissal; City Not Interested in Police Oversight, Mayor’s Critics Say,” Charleston Gazette, Aug. 9, 2000.

27 Rusty Marks, “Dissolving Police Board Not a Bad Idea.”

28 Jerry Riffe, testimony before the West Virginia Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, community forum, Charleston, West Virginia, Apr. 20, 2000, transcript, pp. 123–24.

29 See footnotes 5 and 8 in chapter 2 and corresponding text.
Previous chapters discussed difficulties with existing procedures in West Virginia and reviewed past attempts by the legislature to better deal with the police misconduct issue. Against this backdrop, the Committee reviewed academic and research literature and consulted members of the law enforcement community, state government officials, and commentators to identify successful models and programs in other jurisdictions across the nation. The Committee’s motivation is to bring these worthy models and programs to the attention of the state legislature and the general public in the hopes that they may be considered for possible adoption in West Virginia. This chapter presents the results of such research under three broad categories—external controls, accountability and identification of rogue officers, and community relations—along with observations on their feasibility.1

External Controls
Reforms and models that include external oversight or involve individuals from outside the police department render the complaint process with an aura of objectivity, as external control by definition is exercised by individuals who are not part of the police department. Implementing any one of the external control models, therefore, is likely to improve the public’s faith in the fairness of the complaint process. This section reviews four models effective in other jurisdictions.

Civilian Review Board
A civilian review board is an entity external to the police department’s internal affairs, and consists of citizens from outside the department, appointed by the mayor or other senior government officials. A civilian review board is generally charged with the duty of reviewing complaints and making recommendations as to disciplinary action after the police department has completed its own investigation and made a disciplinary recommendation.

A civilian review board is usually charged with reviewing the same materials or a redacted version of what the internal affairs division examined, although a civilian review board could be given investigative power in order to conduct its own inquiry into the complaint. Such authority could include subpoena power, and the ability to administer oaths and compel the production of documents. The sufficiency of individual case files, and thus the accuracy of a subsequent review, may depend heavily on what information the board is given and whether it can supplement these files on its own initiative.

A key concern with instituting a civilian review board has to do with how much weight the recommendation of the board is accorded by law, that is, how binding. The activities of the board may be symbolic, as it has indeed been suggested that civilian review boards end up “agreeing with the police department in almost all instances.”2 The importance of the civilian review board, therefore, rests on whether the disciplining officer is forced to accept or to provide a public account of why the recommendation is not accepted. For civilian review boards to be effective, they should be provided the authority to override the recommendations of the police, although such prospects are somewhat unrealistic.

A study of 17 law enforcement agencies found that citizen review boards sustain police brutality complaints at a higher percentage than do the police themselves, suggesting that such boards operate more fairly, although the “sustained” rate is only one means by which to

---

1 Substantial guidance has been obtained from “Civilian Oversight of the Police in the United States,” written by Merrick Bobb, an independent monitor in the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department. Merrick Bobb, Symposium: New Approaches to Ensuring the Legitimacy of Police Conduct—Civilian Oversight of the Police in the United States, 22 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 151 (2003) (hereafter cited as Merrick, Civilian Oversight).

2 Ibid., p. 163.
measure possible success of civilian review boards. It is important to note that it is unclear exactly what power the examined civilian review boards had, such as whether they could overrule the recommended sanctions of the internal affairs division.

The suggestion of a civilian review board will likely be met by considerable opposition from the law enforcement community in West Virginia, as it has in the past. External recommendations will be viewed not only as an imposition from outsiders who are less knowledgeable in police affairs, but as another bureaucratic layer that does not aid in securing a final disposition with the police. Opposition or resistance will be proportionate to the power accorded to a civilian review board.

As noted above, a civilian review board has recently been set up in Bluefield, West Virginia. Its success or efficacy is yet to be determined since it has not received any complaints to date.

**Independent Monitor/Auditor**

An independent monitor or auditor, appointed by the mayor or other government officials, “does not investigate individual complaints, but reviews procedures for investigating” individual complaints of police misconduct. More specifically, an independent monitor is appointed to (1) “scour and test the law enforcement agency’s policies, procedures, and practices to determine whether they are, in fact, up to the job of preventing misconduct”; (2) “propose new policies and practices where the old ones have failed”; and (3) “suggest the implementation of best practices from other law enforcement agencies.”

An independent monitor compiles and examines data, and can produce reports that could include recommendations for improving existing procedures and deterring police brutality. The monitor may also aid in the development of “use of force” standards, which can be very helpful in teaching officers when to exercise discretion in dealing with suspects. Moreover, if there is an instance in which force is used, standards can be revisited and improved as appropriate.

This model was successfully used by the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (LASD), where an independent monitor was instituted in part because of strained police-community relations and high-profile instances of police brutality. LASD’s monitor believes excessive force has been “substantially curbed” to some extent by having a monitor. Indeed, the number of excessive force complaints dropped from 381 in 1992–1993 (when the independent monitor was first instituted) to 70 in 1998–1999.

The police lobby appears to be quite strong in West Virginia, and as such this external reform measure would likely be met with considerable resistance from the police. This option, however, might not be as offensive to the police since the independent monitor reviews only procedures rather than individual case files and is therefore somewhat removed from the actual complaint process.

**Independent Investigator**

An independent investigator, who is not a member of the police department, oversees and directs the investigation of individual citizen complaints. The investigator, often appointed by the mayor, is empowered to participate in the investigation process, and is permitted to interview witnesses and review evidence. These investigators could be given greater power, such as the ability to issue subpoenas and compel production of documents.

Unlike a civilian review board that conducts an external review after the police’s own investigation is complete, the independent investigator helps shape the police’s initial investigation. If an independent investigator and civilian review board were in place together, the civilian review board would review files produced by the independent investigator and the internal affairs division he directs. If an independent investigator works in concert with an independent monitor, the independent monitor would assess the

---

5 Human Rights Watch, “Shielded from Justice.”
7 Ibid.
10 Ibid., p. 162.
procedures in place that the independent investigator would be using while involved in individual investigations.

The existing system in West Virginia requires police departments to conduct their own investigations. Such internal investigations may be cursory and incomplete, as some individuals in a police department may have a conflict of interest that precludes them from impartially examining a claim against a colleague. The immediate value of an independent investigator is that he or she will be free of such conflict of interest. Accordingly, an independent investigator will be more likely to produce a fair investigation, and will thus help restore the public's confidence in the integrity of the system.

An independent investigator has been operating in the Seattle (WA) Police Department and in Los Angeles County (CA) since 2001. In Los Angeles' Office of Independent Review, "[n]o investigation can be closed unless the [independent review office] certifies that it was full, fair, and thorough." These experiments have been said to be the most impressive alternatives to civil service commissions because of improved accountability and civilian involvement.

This alternative appears to be promising. A special prosecutor was successfully used in a December 1999 suit filed against a West Virginia state police officer. Moreover, a special prosecutor does not have anything to do with the internal mechanisms of the police internal affairs division—a special prosecutor is merely a different prosecutor with identical powers, leaving the police's duties and functions entirely intact.

Despite the benefits of a special prosecutor, police officers may provide incomplete, inaccurate, or misleading material to him in order to minimize the allegations brought against their colleague. While a DA may face these same problems, a special prosecutor may encounter even greater problems in cases involving police misconduct.

Special Prosecutor

If criminal charges are sought against a police officer for police misconduct, a district attorney (DA) presents evidence to a grand jury for an indictment and argues the subsequent case. However, a central problem associated with a DA is that the DA may not want to file charges and proceed to trial against a police officer, perhaps because she does not want to either create the public impression that she is anti-police, offend the law enforcement officers to whom the DA relies on to receive evidence in other cases, or prosecute "one of her own." For this reason, some jurisdictions have turned to a special prosecutor for cases involving police brutality and civil rights violations.

It has been noted that with an independent or special prosecutor, the "frequency and quality" of "investigations and prosecutions" will increase. The use of special prosecutors in police brutality cases has been successful in other jurisdictions, including New York and Chicago, and has been endorsed by the Human Rights Watch and the American Civil Liberties Union. A governor, judge, or the DA, who may have recused himself from the proceedings, often appoints a special prosecutor. With the benefits of a special prosecutor in mind, there should be a permanent statutory mandate for a special prosecutor in certain cases involving police misconduct.

This alternative appears to be promising. A special prosecutor was successfully used in a December 1999 suit filed against a West Virginia state police officer. Moreover, a special prosecutor does not have anything to do with the internal mechanisms of the police internal affairs division—a special prosecutor is merely a different prosecutor with identical powers, leaving the police's duties and functions entirely intact.

Despite the benefits of a special prosecutor, police officers may provide incomplete, inaccurate, or misleading material to him in order to minimize the allegations brought against their colleague. While a DA may face these same problems, a special prosecutor may encounter even greater problems in cases involving police misconduct.

14 For more information on this model, see the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement, "Cop Watch," 2001 <http://www.mxgm.org/copwatch.html> (last accessed July 8, 2003).
less cooperation from the police if she solely prosecutes police officers charged with misconduct.

**Accountability and Identification of Rogue Officers**

Most misconduct arguably occurs because of a handful of rogue officers. For example, a 2001 National Institute of Justice publication found that “10 percent of . . . officers cause 90 percent of the problems,” and investigations have revealed that approximately “2 percent of all officers are responsible for 50 percent of all citizen complaints.” As such, measures are needed to help ensure that these officers are identified before they can harm citizens and are sufficiently deterred from misbehaving if they are on active duty.

**Accountability: Incentive Strategy**

This model employs rewards for police officers (through promotions, formal recognition, commendations, and monetary awards, etc.) for nonaggressive behavior with citizens under trying conditions (e.g., an officer “avoids a shooting or talks a suspect into custody”). If a reward system is in place and officers know there will be a direct positive consequence for their good actions, their behavior is likely to improve. Conversely, officers should be held accountable for their misconduct. In addition, the efficacy of the system depends on whether and to what extent officers are willing to hold one another accountable and whether the community is able to identify misbehaving officers.

This model is advisable because it is an internal accountability mechanism: the police reward and punish themselves. Moreover, the police already reward officers for “actions that led to arrest(s), the capture of a dangerous felon, or some other heroic activity.” Rewarding officers for nonviolent behavior in tough situations will merely extend the types of actions for which officers can receive recognition. More importantly, a positive reinforcement mechanism will reorient the officer’s perception as to what his role is, namely to fight crime in a citizen- and community-friendly fashion.

In West Virginia, negative behavior is not included in the performance assessment that forms the basis for an officer’s promotion. For example, for municipal police officers, “[p]romotions shall be based upon experience and by written competitive examinations,” and there is nothing “that even intimates that, to secure promotion, any further action is required than to pass the test . . . and have eligibility of an applicant.” The West Virginia State Police bases promotions on an applicant’s composite score that is drawn from a promotional examination, a written examination, physical fitness test, education and longevity, and a performance appraisal of the officer’s past two years of service. However, the officer’s performance appraisal accounts for approximately 14 percent of the applicant’s overall promotion evaluation (15 out of a possible 106 points).

A greater proportion of an officer’s composite score should be based on the officer’s performance while on duty, both positive and negative behavior. The existing statutory provisions should be amended to include consideration of negative behavior in performance evaluations. The type of disciplinary action taken or the number of complaints against an officer could measure negative behavior. Moreover, if an officer has received serious disciplinary action, frequent discipline, or a certain number of complaints in a given time period, the officer
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20 USCCR, Guardians, p. 4 (stating that police misconduct is too “pervasive and complex” to be explained away by a few officers).
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
27 W. VA. CODE § 8-14-17 (2001).
29 W. VA. CODE St. R. tit. 81, § 03-4.2.2 (2003).
30 Id.
should be precluded from consideration for promotion.

The lack of adequate accountability mechanisms to check officer misconduct could be part of the reason why police brutality has not been sufficiently deterred in West Virginia, and why the public may believe that officers cannot effectively police themselves. Improving existing accountability procedures will assist in preventing police misconduct and will provide the public with confidence that such acts of misbehavior will be documented and that officers will be disciplined accordingly.

There are two specific procedures, if implemented, that would help monitor police misconduct: computerized risk-management systems and cameras in police cars.

**Computerized Risk-Management System.** A computerized risk-management system can help incentive strategies operate more effectively and accurately by recording the actual police behavior that is to be rewarded or punished. A computerized risk-management system tracks officers’ “use of force, search and seizure, citizen complaints, as well as criminal charges or civil lawsuits filed against officers.” The system can also be designed to track positive behavior or the recognition of positive behavior, such as commendations or monetary awards.

The effectiveness of this strategy depends first and foremost on the accuracy of the information entered into the system, as officers may not consistently or honestly record positive or negative conduct into the system. Second, the system’s effectiveness also hinges on how often the system is checked by supervisors, and what, if any, accountability procedures are in place to appropriately reward or punish the officers who are in the system.

A computerized data-collection tool, combined with real consequences that may follow for police conduct, may deter negative or encourage positive behavior. In the least, a computerized system should be encouraged because it will serve as hard evidence of police conduct. Computerized tracking systems have been installed in various police departments across the nation, including the Pittsburgh city police, the Los Angeles Police Department, and the New Jersey State Police, among others. In Pittsburgh, reports of police misconduct have dropped by more than half on average since the tracking system was installed.

**Cameras in Police Cruisers.** Installing video cameras in police cars can be another means to ensure officer behavior is documented and can provide useful information for implementing incentive strategies. The use of cameras, during traffic stops for instance, permits citizens to have incontrovertible proof as to what really occurred in case they later feel aggrieved by officer conduct. The installation of cameras in patrol and traffic vehicles, while costly, can not only benefit citizens who may complain of police misconduct, but also accused officers who may refer to the videotapes when a complaint is filed against them. Indeed, according to Police Chief Jerry Pauley, in Charleston, videotape from police cruisers has exonerated officers in 99.9 percent of complaints filed. To be sure, most of Charleston’s patrol vehicles and traffic vehicles have cameras; however, the installation of cameras in police cruisers should be a universally adopted program in all West Virginia law enforcement agencies.

**Identification: Preemptive Evaluations**

Because police brutality and misconduct can be traced to a handful of rogue officers, preemptive assessment evaluations can help identify those officers who are likely or may be predisposed to use unnecessary force, or who may be unable to handle high-pressure situations in a calm, resolute fashion. These evaluations may consist of medical and psychological tests, interviews, and performance assessments. Collectively, these tools could uncover behavioral issues, health problems, alcohol or drug abuse, or stress that may preclude an officer from exercising proper discretion. An officer identified under an “early warning system” may be compelled


32 Ibid.

33 Ibid.

34 Jerry Pauley, chief of police, Charleston, West Virginia, e-mail to Marc Pentino, Eastern Regional Office, USCCR, Oct. 9, 2003 (hereafter cited as Pauley e-mail).

to undergo specialized training or may be relegated to administrative duties.

Empirical evidence compiled from three case studies (conducted in Miami-Dade, Florida, Minneapolis, Minnesota, and New Orleans, Louisiana) suggests that early warning systems “have a dramatic effect on reducing citizen complaints and other indicators of problematic police performance among those officers subject to intervention.”36 It should be noted that such early warning systems were used in concert with other efforts to deter police misconduct.

The West Virginia State Police has an Early Identification System to identify troopers who have a “larger than normal” number of use of force contacts,37 and a psychological assessment program, which reviews officers who have questionable duty judgment or persistent citizen complaints regarding their conduct.38 Troopers identified under the system as having a larger than normal number of use of force contacts are given “additional training on the use of force to ensure the problem is not with misunderstanding or abuse of use of force.”39

The local police structure indicates that “mental defects” that may incapacitate an officer are grounds for refusing to appoint or promote an officer;40 however, the statutory mandate for these evaluations should be as comprehensive and explicit for local police jurisdictions as those for the state police officers. Charleston has psychological testing, evaluations, and an employee assistance program.41 Such measures should be required, by clear statutory pronouncement, for all local-level police departments.

One noticeable advantage of these evaluations is that they can be done internally by the police force’s own designated personnel. To ensure compliance with these evaluations, they should be mandatory, and officers who fail to submit themselves to evaluation should be disciplined accordingly.42

Improving Community Relations

Incidents of police brutality generate public fear and distrust of law enforcement, particularly among minority communities and in areas where police misconduct has occurred in the past. Police-community tension thus may exist because of previous incidents and cultural differences that stifle understanding. Improved relations between law enforcement and citizens will restore trust in these affected communities, and make police efforts more effective through enhanced cooperation. Three aspects of police-community relations are discussed here: community policing, recruiting minorities to the police force, and awareness training.

Community Policing

Community policing is a practical solution to combat tension and improve law enforcement. It is a collaborative effort between law enforcement and citizens to identify crime and disorder and work together to solve ongoing problems and create an atmosphere in which serious crime will not occur.43 If the community is more intimately involved in the law enforcement’s activities and strategies, citizens will believe they are being treated equitably. Conversely, officers will better understand all citizens and their respective cultures, and thus treat diverse citizens fairly and with requisite sensitivity. With fear dissipated and relations improved, community policing renders law enforcement more effective, as citizens will aid the police in establishing strategies and may be more forthcoming in reporting crime or their suspicions of crime being committed in their neighborhoods. Community policing is important in jurisdictions with large or multiple ethnic communities. The practice can help break down cultural and linguistic barriers in areas inhabited by groups that have been historically

---

36 Ibid.
38 Id. § 81-10-10.
39 Hill Jr. facsimile, p. 5. During the affected agency review process, Superintendent Hill noted that a larger than normal number of use of force contacts is correlated to the area in which the trooper is assigned as well as to the trooper’s physical size and gender.
41 Pauley e-mail.
subject to “unfair and inappropriate police behavior.”

In Miami, Florida, for example, the county police department hosted a series of concerts, which “provided an excellent vehicle for the police to create and maintain positive contacts with members of the community they serve and to be seen in a positive light. Further, by initiating and participating in activities the youths enjoyed, the police had an opportunity to see youth in a positive light.”

There is evidence that community policing is effective. For example, researchers from Northwestern University found that “crime, social disorder, and physical decay decreased in the community policing districts.” Similarly, the National Criminal Justice Reference Service cited several success stories from case studies done in the early 1990s in Madison, Wisconsin (1993), Seattle, Washington (1992), and Chicago, Illinois (1995). Community-oriented policing is endorsed by the U.S. Department of Justice, and by the Carolinas Institute for Community Policing.

In West Virginia, civil rights organizations, such as the NAACP, have advocated community policing as a needed reform measure, believing that state police officers target minorities and that there is an embarrassing lack of minorities on the police force.

The Martinsburg Police Department has adopted a community policing effort by instituting a “citizens academy,” which consists of a nine-week course aiming to “educate[e] the public on topics relative to the role of the police officers” in the community. This program, however, appears one-sided, asking only the public to learn about the functions of the police. A more effective and prudent community-policing effort would emphasize, or at least involve, education of the police as to citizen needs and characteristics of minority communities. A firm relationship between the police and citizens cannot result through a unilateral public understanding of the police since officers are the ones who engage in acts of misconduct against the public. The attempt to educate the public is indeed a step in the right direction, but it must be in conjunction with efforts to decrease the propensity of officers to use excessive force.

Eight hours of instruction on community policing are included in both basic training and cadet training for the West Virginia State Police. Community policing, however, is easier said than done, and the inclusion of training or a declaration from the police that they will engage in community policing may be without real effect. As a result, the West Virginia police must recruit more minorities and establish conspicuous partnerships with local minority leaders through forums and other outreach efforts.

Moreover, the existence of community-oriented policing—that is, having a symbiotic relationship between law enforcement officers and the community—will facilitate minority recruitment efforts.

44 USCCR, Guardians, p. 4.
45 Alpert and Moore, “Paradigm.”
Recruiting Minorities

Minorities often do not view the police in a favorable light. With officers of racial or ethnic backgrounds on the police force, they will be less likely to view the police as a “them” entity and their fear and mistrust may diminish. Minority officers are likely to help their fellow officers better understand any cultural and linguistic barriers that exist. Minorities should be recruited from “top to bottom,” meaning that diversity should exist at all levels within the police force—from a cop on the beat to a senior officer directing and shaping police practices. Diversity at all levels is necessary if minorities are to have their faith restored in the police departments, and for the police themselves to better understand the concerns of various minority groups.

Awareness and Use of Force Training

Police officers should receive sensitivity or diversity training no matter what the racial composition of the force. Understanding various racial and ethnic groups will aid the police in responding to the concerns of these groups respectfully and more efficiently. For example, diversity training could help officers appreciate the fact that a vast majority of turbaned males in the United States are Sikhs of Indian origin, not Muslims from the Arab world.

This training should be done early on in the officer’s career, and minorities should be involved in the training process to ensure the accuracy of the instruction. Funding would be required to develop curriculum and solicit members from the community to oversee the curriculum. As officers are required to receive training before they are certified, adding awareness training to the existing curriculum may not be difficult once the training program is developed and approved by various affected communities.

The West Virginia State Police’s cadet training (which is required for all police officers in the state) includes eight hours of “cultural diversity” training, and use of force utilization briefings are conducted at annual in-service training. It is noteworthy that administrators of the training academy themselves realize the importance of and need for raising awareness in cultural diversity. The mere existence of such training, however, is not indicative of its sufficiency, especially since it accounts for eight hours out of a total of 1,020 that cadets receive. Awareness training should not only be increased during cadet training to ensure sufficiency, but continued throughout law enforcement officers’ careers.

---

53 See Ingram, “Everyone Must Join in Attacking the Racism Problem”; Carter testimony.
54 USCCR, Guardians, p. viii.
55 Ibid., p. ix.
57 West Virginia State Police, “Cadet Curriculum”; Hill Jr. facsimile, p. 5.
58 Captain Steve Cogar, former director of training for the West Virginia State Police, commented that “we know that we need to raise the awareness in these areas,” namely cultural diversity, hate crimes, and dealing with disabled citizens. Steve Cogar, testimony before the West Virginia Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, community forum, Charleston, West Virginia, Apr. 20, 2000, transcript, p. 105.
59 West Virginia State Police, “Cadet Curriculum.”
August 2, 2003

Dr. Ranjit Majumder  
Chairperson, West Virginia Advisory Committee  
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights  
624 9th Street N.W.  
Washington, DC 20425

Dear Dr. Majumder:

Thank you for your presentation on behalf of West Virginia Advisory Committee before the Joint Select Committee on Minority Issues on June 8, 2003. Your report, “Civil Rights Issues in West Virginia,” is a very useful document, serving as a sober reminder of the many civil rights problems in our State. I found the report’s section on police-community relations particularly compelling. I am certainly anxious to see improvements in the way West Virginia handles allegations of police misconduct and how citizens can become more involved in their community by working with state and local police departments.

The Joint Select Committee will likely examine potential legislative action based on the Committee’s report recommendations. In this regard, I am seeking further insight from the Committee on the issue of police misconduct and brutality in West Virginia. As you recall, I have spoken with you and Marc Pento of the Commission’s Eastern Regional Office in the past about the Advisory Committee providing the legislature with additional information on this topic. Since prior bills establishing a citizen review board were introduced in the House of Delegates but did not make it out of subcommittee, the Advisory Committee’s input would be a tremendous resource for the Joint Committee on Minority Issues as well as the House Judiciary and Finance Committees in which draft bills were first introduced. It would be of great use if the West Virginia Advisory Committee could provide a background paper elaborating on the problem and describing the current method of officer discipline in West Virginia. As we develop new ideas that may work in our state, we would also be interested in learning of approaches or models that have been tried in other parts of the country that incorporate citizen or outside review of police misconduct. We would find this most useful since the Select Committee will likely be considering criminal justice issues this Fall.
Once again, thank you for your presentation. I look forward to working with you and the Advisory Committee in the future to improve civil rights in West Virginia.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Debra Lee Carrie Webster
Co-Chair, Joint Select Committee on Minority Issues

cr: Ki-Tack Chun, director, USCCFR, Eastern Regional Office
    Marc Pasticino, civil rights analyst, USCCFR, Eastern Regional Office
Appendix 2

House Bill 2237

Amended House Bill 2237
Final Draft, April 1, 2001

A BILL to amend chapter fifteen of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, by adding thereto a new article, designated article two-e, relating to creating a state police review board to hear complaints against state police personnel; providing procedures and requirements for disposition of complaints; limiting public disclosure of certain information; requiring semiannual reports; and addressing effects of complaint process.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:
That chapter fifteen of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, be amended by adding thereto a new article, designated article two-e, to read as follows:

ARTICLE 2E. LAW ENFORCEMENT AND COMMUNITY RELATIONS APPEALS BOARD.
§15-2E-1. Law Enforcement and Community Relations Appeal Board created; members.
(a) The law enforcement and community relations appeals board is hereby created. The Legislature finds the creation of this board is intended to promote public confidence and accountability of state law enforcement agencies, and facilitate fair and complete review of citizen complaints and enhance the reporting, collection and proper analysis of citizen complaints against law enforcement officers.
(b) The board will act as a permanent statutory agency through which a state-wide repository for the receipt of complaints lodged by members of the general public against all law enforcement agencies of the state. The board shall review policies of all other law enforcement agencies of the state, and make recommendations to the respective agencies on methods to promote fair and timely review of citizen complaints.
(c) The board shall also provide a external review board for hearing complaint appeals only relating to the West Virginia state police.
(d) The board is composed of the following members or their designees for the purpose of hearing complaint appeals relating to the West Virginia state police:
   (1) The attorney general of West Virginia;
   (2) The superintendent of the West Virginia state police;
   (3) The executive director of the human rights commission;
   (4) The director of public defender services;
   (5) The executive director of the West Virginia prosecuting attorneys institute; and
   (6) Four citizen members appointed by the governor, not more than two of whom may be from any one congressional district of the state, who each serve for a term of two years. Two of these members shall have professional experience and an educational background in law enforcement or criminal justice. A vacancy in a citizen member position shall be filed in the manner of the original appointment for the remainder of the term;
   (8) The executive director shall be an ex officio non-voting member of the commission.
(e) The board shall meet in executive session to review West Virginia state police complaint appeals as often as necessary to perform its functions and duties. Executive session meetings shall not be open to association members appointed pursuant to section three of this article. Board meetings to review state law enforcement complaint procedures and practices shall be open to the public.
(f) In all matters where a quorum is present, a majority vote of the board prevails. A quorum consists of
five members.

(g) Citizen members of the commission are entitled to receive compensation for attendance at official
meetings not to exceed the amount paid to members of the Legislature for their interim duties as recom-
mended by the citizens legislative compensation commission and authorized by law. All members are enti-
tled to actual and necessary expenses incurred for each day or portion thereof engaged in the discharge of
official duties in a manner consistent with guidelines of the travel management office of the department of
administration.

(h) The governor shall designate a chair, who is not a public official, for a term to run concurrently with
the term of office of the member designated as chair.

(i) The Governor shall appoint, with the advice and consent of the West Virginia Senate, an executive di-
rector for the board. He or she shall hold a degree and have professional experience in fields involving law
enforcement or criminal justice. The executive director shall provide technical information to support the
administrative work of the board, conduct complaint investigations and shall facilitate the submission and
disposition of citizen complaints and analysis as provided in this article. The board may hire all necessary
staff as needed to assist the executive director and otherwise effectuate the purposes of this article.

(j) The board shall continue to exist until the first day of July, two thousand five, pursuant to article ten,
chapter four of this code, unless sooner terminated, continued or reestablished by act of the Legislature.

Six ex officio non-voting members shall be appointed to the board to participate and contribute to the
board’s review and study of policies of all other law enforcement agencies of the state, to make recommenda-
tions to the respective agencies on methods to promote fair and timely review of citizen complaints.
The following organizations shall appoint a member, and in his absence a designee, to serve for a term of
two years:
(1) The West Virginia sheriffs association;
(2) The West Virginia deputy sheriffs association;
(3) The West Virginia chiefs of police association;
(4) The West Virginia troopers association;
(5) The West Virginia fraternal order of police; and
(6) The West Virginia conservation officers association.

§15-2E-3. Complaint procedures; state police.
(a) Any person who claims to have been subjected to, or any person who claims to have personal knowl-
edge of an act or acts of discourtesy, use of excessive force, misconduct, or other unlawful act caused by a
state police officer, may make a complaint of the conduct at the office of professional standards division of
the state police or at any state police detachment.

(b) For claims against a West Virginia state police officer, a copy of each complaint received shall be provided
by the superintendent to the board. The superintendent, upon completion of an investigation, shall also pro-
vide the board a copy of the final determination regarding the complaint as provided in subsection (a). The
superintendent shall also notify the person making a claim pursuant to subsection (a) of the superinten-
dent’s findings and his or her right of appeal to the board. This notice shall be provided within seven days of
completion of the investigation, and describe the necessary information for submitting an appeal to the
board. If the person making the claim is dissatisfied with the disposition of the case, he or she may appeal
the decision to the board. The person making the claim must make the request for review by the board
within thirty days of receipt of notice of disposition of the case. For good cause show, the board may con-
sider appeals after this time period.

§15-2E-4. Jurisdiction and disposition of complaints.
(a) The board shall consider all appeals as provided in section two of this article. Upon request of the
board, the superintendent shall provide all records relating to the superintendent’s investigation. Upon
receipt of an appeal request, or upon recommendation of the executive director, the board may initiate an investigation into a complaint.

(b) The board may recommend that the relevant law enforcement agency conduct a further investigation and report back to the board the results of its investigation.

(c) The board may direct the executive director to conduct an investigation and report back to the board on the results of the investigation. For purposes of conducting an investigation, the board may also authorize the executive director to subpoena a complainant, any other witnesses and any necessary records.

(d) Upon review of the investigative report of each case, the board shall promptly make any one of the following findings:

(1) That the investigation is complete and that appropriate disposition was made;
(2) That further investigation is warranted and the complaint is returned to the professional standards unit with recommendations on areas of further inquiry; or
(3) That the investigation is complete but that the wrong conclusion was drawn, in which the case is directed to the superintendent along with any recommendations resulting from the executive director's investigation.

(e) The board must make its recommendation to the superintendent within thirty days of receipt of notice of appeal.

(f) The superintendent has final decision-making responsibility for the appropriate disciplinary action in each case, but no final action may be taken disposing of any appealed complaint until the recommendation of the board has been reviewed. The superintendent must return responses to board recommendations to the board within thirty days. For good cause shown the board may extend this time period.

§15-2E-5. Law enforcement complaint forms.
(a) The law enforcement and community relations appeals board shall promulgate a form to be utilized by all law enforcement agencies in the state to respond to citizen complaints. This form will include at a minimum, the following:

(1) The name, address and telephone number of the complainant;
(2) The name of the law enforcement officer, if known by the complainant;
(3) The name of the agency employing the law enforcement officer;
(4) Whether the complaint involved the arrest of the complainant;
(5) The date of occurrence;
(6) The time, county and place of occurrence;
(7) A full complaint summary in the words of the complainant;
(8) Names of any witnesses to the incident;
(9) Disclosure of any physical evidence relating to the incident;
(10) Any remedy requested by the complainant;
(11) An acknowledgment that giving false information to a West Virginia state police officer violates state law.

(b) All complaints are confidential and not subject to freedom of information disclosure pursuant to chapter twenty nine-b of the code.

§15-5E-6. Complaint procedure for other state law enforcement agencies.
(a) Every head of a state law enforcement agency or his or her designee shall provide a copy to the board of all complaints submitted within ten days of receipt, for each citizen complaint received relating to conduct of an law enforcement officer while performing his or her duties. Copies of complaints shall also be forwarded to the complainant. Disposition letters regarding these complaints shall be submitted to the board within thirty days of completion of the investigation by the law enforcement agency. The board shall send notifications to complainants and the board on the final disposition of their complaints.

(b) For purposes of this section, “law-enforcement officer” means:
(1) West Virginia state police officers;
(2) municipal police officers;
(3) County sheriff and deputy sheriffs;
(4) campus police officers at state institutions of higher education; and
(5) department of natural resources conservation officers.

(c) The board may also receive complaints by citizens and shall submit them to the head of the law enforcement agency for investigation. The executive director of the board shall compile statistics based on the type of and disposition of each complaint to identify officer conduct which results in citizen complaints and dissatisfaction. The executive director shall also monitor and semi-annually provide reports to the speaker of the house of delegates and president of the senate these statistics, and information on costs to the Board of Risk and Insurance Management resulting from claims made against the state based on the conduct of state law enforcement officers.

Nothing contained in this article abrogates any constitutional, statutory or common law right of police personnel against whom a complaint is filed, or of the complainants, investigators or witnesses who participate in the complaint procedure. ***Use of statements of a state police law enforcement officer subject to an internal investigation of the state law enforcement agency shall not be admissible in a court of law.***

(a) The West Virginia state police superintendent must comply with all legislative rules of the state police on professional standards for investigations and discipline. The provisions of this article are to be construed to comport with the internal investigation and disciplinary procedures of the professional standards unit of the state police.
(b) State law enforcement officers may not be penalized or affected adversely in any way as a result of the collection of complaints for the repository and the policy review procedures set forth in this article except through use of internal investigation procedures established for by the respective law enforcement agency.
(c) Complaint forms must be placed in a conspicuous place and readily available to the public.

Records of the board containing the names or identification of police personnel, complainants, investigators or witnesses may not be disclosed or released to the general public and are exempt from disclosure. All complaint forms are confidential and not subject to freedom of information disclosure pursuant to chapter twenty nine-b of the code.

§15-2E-10. Semiannual report.
The board shall prepare and publish a semiannual statistical and analytical report regarding the complaints processed under this article and make any recommendations on how law enforcement agencies may improve internal polices to effectuate the purposes of this article.

The law enforcement and community relations appeals board may propose rules for legislative approval in accordance with the provisions of article three, chapter twenty-nine-a of this code as are necessary to effectuate the provisions of this article.

§15-2E-12. Willful and unlawful disclosure of information; penalty.
Any person who willfully and unlawfully discloses any confidential information contained in the repository or other documents or information regarding an investigation other than as provided in this article is guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not more than one thousand dollars,
or confined in the county or regional jail for not more than six months, or both. A person convicted pursuant to this section is also liable for damages in the amount of three hundred dollars or actual damages, whichever is greater.

Each law enforcement agency of this state as defined in section six of this article shall establish and maintain a written policy for receipt and disposition of citizen complaints against the agency’s law enforcement officers, and provide a copy of this policy to the law enforcement and community relations appeals board. Each law enforcement agency shall have this policy in place by the first day of January, two thousand two.

NOTE: The purpose of this bill is to create a police review board to hear complaints against State Police personnel.

This article is new; therefore, strike-throughs and underscoring have been omitted.
SYNOPSIS: A BILL to amend chapter fifteen of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, by adding thereto a new article, designated article two-f, relating to creating a state police review board to hear complaints against state police personnel; providing procedures and requirements for disposition of complaints; limiting public disclosure of certain information; requiring semiannual reports; and addressing effects of complaint process.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:
That chapter fifteen of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended, be amended by adding thereto a new article, designated article two-f, to read as follows:

ARTICLE 2F. STATE POLICE REVIEW BOARD.
Section 15-2F-1. Board created; members.
(a) The state police review board is hereby created to provide a permanent statutory agency through which complaints lodged by members of the general public and state police personnel regarding alleged acts of discourtesy and excessive force by state police personnel are to be processed and evaluated.
(b) The board is composed of the following members or their designees:
   (1) The attorney general of West Virginia;
   (2) The superintendent of the West Virginia state police;
   (3) The executive director of the human rights commission;
   (4) The executive director of the West Virginia prosecuting attorneys' institute;
   (5) The director of public defender services; and
   (6) Four citizen members appointed by the governor, who each serve for a term of two years. A vacancy in a citizen member position shall be filled in the manner of the original appointment for the remainder of the term. Citizen members may serve unlimited consecutive terms.
(c) In all matters where a quorum is present, a majority vote of the board prevails. A quorum consists of five members.
(d) The board shall meet in executive session as often as necessary to perform its functions and duties, but it shall meet at least once a month.

Section 15-2F-2. Complaint procedures.
(a) Any person who claims to have been subjected to, or any person who claims to have personal knowledge of an act or acts of discourtesy, use of excessive force or injury resulting from excessive force caused by state police personnel, may make a complaint of the conduct at the office of the internal affairs division of the state police or at any state police station.
(b) The complaint shall be reduced to writing on a special police review board form serially numbered, signed by the complainant and notarized before a duly authorized notary public.
c) One copy of the completed form shall be retained by the recipient of the complaint and a copy given to the complainant. A copy shall be mailed within forty-eight hours to the internal affairs division and to the secretary of the board.

d) The secretary of the board shall assign a consecutive number to each complaint and, within forty-eight hours, shall mail a copy to each member of the board. The secretary shall also maintain on file a record of each complaint.

e) The internal affairs division shall make a comprehensive investigation of each complaint and submit its report of the investigation to the board within ninety days from the date of the complaint.

f) The board shall review the internal affairs division’s report and submit in writing to the superintendent of state police within thirty days from receipt of the report, a statement of its findings and recommendations as provided under section three of this article. The superintendent shall, within thirty days of receipt of the findings and recommendations of the board, forward to the board a statement of his or her disposition in each case. Concurrent with this, the superintendent shall also forward a copy of the board’s recommendation and the superintendent’s statement of disposition to the complainant and respondent police personnel.

Section 15-2F-3. Jurisdiction and disposition of complaint.

(a) Jurisdiction of the board extends only to complaints against state police personnel with respect to discourtesy and use of excessive force as defined by rules of the state police.

(b) Upon review of the investigative report of each case, the board shall promptly make any one of the following four recommendations to the superintendent:

(1) Sustain the complaint and approve, disapprove or modify the proposed internal affairs division’s action against the police personnel;

(2) Dismiss the complaint because of lack or insufficiency of evidence;

(3) Exonerate the police personnel because of the complainant’s failure to prove his or her case by clear and convincing evidence; or

(4) Remand the case for further investigation to the internal affairs division or to the West Virginia state police.

(c) The board may request the complainant, witnesses and the police department personnel involved in a particular complaint to submit voluntarily to a polygraph test or to appear voluntarily before the board.

Section 15-2F-4. Final action.

The superintendent has final decision-making responsibility for the appropriate disciplinary action in each case, but no final action may be taken until the recommendation of the board has been reviewed.

Section 15-2F-5. Rights not abrogated.

Nothing contained in this article abrogates any constitutional, statutory or common law right of police personnel against whom a complaint is filed, or of the complainants, investigators or witnesses who participate in the complaint procedure.

Section 15-2F-6. Suspension and dismissal procedures not changed.

This procedure does not affect or change the methods and procedures for suspension or dismissal of members of the state police.

Section 15-2F-7. Procedural requirements.

Police personnel may not be penalized or affected adversely in any way as a result of the procedure set forth in this article without having been first afforded proper written notice of charges against him or her and the right to a hearing before the grievance procedure recommendation board.

Section 15-2F-8. Records; public disclosure.

Records of the board containing the names or identification of police personnel, complainants, investigators or witnesses may not be disclosed or released to the general public.
The board may propose rules for legislative approval in accordance with the provisions of article three, chapter twenty-nine of this code to carry out the provisions of this article.

Section 15-2F-10. Semiannual report.
The board shall prepare and publish a semiannual statistical and analytical report regarding the complaints processed under this article.

NOTE: The purpose of this bill is to create the state police review board to hear complaints against state police personnel.
Appendix 4

Directory of Oversight Agencies in the United States and Sample Complaint Forms

This list, compiled by the Omaha, Nebraska Public Safety Auditor’s office, has been amended to include oversight agencies not initially listed and to improve the readability of the listings. An attempt has been made to ensure the provided links are accurate and active.

This directory should not be considered an exhaustive inventory of oversight mechanisms, but should serve as a reference guide illustrative of the many oversight agencies established throughout the United States. Web site addresses provided should permit interested readers to learn more about individual agencies.

Arizona

California
- San Diego County Citizens’ Law Enforcement Review Board – http://www.co.san-diego.ca.us/clerb
- San Francisco Office of Citizen Complaints – http://www.ci.sf.ca.us/occ/
- San Jose Independent Police Auditor – http://www.ci.san-jose.ca.us/ipa/home.html
- University of California, Berkeley, Police Review Board – http://bas.berkeley.edu/Resources/PoliceReview.htm

Colorado

Connecticut

Florida
- City of Miami Civilian Investigative Panel – http://www.ci.miami.fl.us/cip/

Idaho
- Boise Community Ombudsman – www.boiseombudsman.org
Indiana

Iowa
- Iowa Citizens Aide Ombudsman – http://staffweb.legis.state.ia.us/cao/

Massachusetts
- Cambridge Police Review Advisory Board – http://www.ci.cambridge.ma.us/~PRAB/

Michigan
- Flint Ombudsman – http://www.ci.flint.mi.us/ombuds-old/ombuds.html

Minnesota
- Minneapolis Civilian Review Authority – http://www.ci.minneapolis.mn.us/citywork/other/cpra.html

Missouri
- Kansas City Office of Citizen Complaints – http://www.kcpd.org

Nebraska

Nevada

New York
- Albany Citizens’ Police Review Committee – http://www.als.edu/glc/cprb/
- Rochester Center for Dispute Settlement – http://www.cdsadr.org/
- Syracuse Citizen Review Board – http://www.syracuse.ny.us/deptOther.asp

New Mexico

Ohio
Oregon
- Portland Independent Police Review – www.ci.portland.or.us/auditor

Pennsylvania

Tennessee
- Knoxville Police Advisory and Review Committee – http://www.ci.knoxville.tn.us/boards/parc/

Texas
- Austin Police Monitor – www.ci.austin.tx.us/opm

Washington
- King County Ombudsman – http://www.metrokc.gov/ombuds/
- Seattle Office of Police Accountability – www.ci.seattle.wa.us/police/opa

Washington, DC

Sample Complaint Forms